On the development of the spinal cord of the clawed frog, Xenopus laevis. I. Morphogenesis and histogenesis.
The morphogenesis and histogenesis of the spinal cord of Xenopus were examined. The study encompasses the developmental period between stage 41 and stage 66 (stages according to Nieuwkoop and Faber 1967). This period can roughly be divided into three phases. From stage 50 up to stage 53 strong proliferation and rapid growth are the most striking features. This developmental phase is preceded and followed by less dynamic periods. From stage 41 up to stage 50 the rate of proliferation is relatively low. The numbers of cells in the matrix and in the mantle layer are very small. In the mantle layer two classes of early differentiated transient neurons can be distinguished: primitive giant sensory or Rohon-Beard cells and primitive motor neurons. From stage 46 onward the originally tube-shaped spinal cord swells at the thoracic level into a thoracic enlargement. After stage 50 the proliferation strongly increases until a maximum at stage 53. Concomitantly a considerable acceleration of growth takes place. The major part of the mitoses are always concentrated in the dorsal part of the matrix. From stage 51 onward the cervical and lumbar regions show much more mitoses than the thoracic part. Distinct cervical and lumbar enlargements develop and are going to mask the thoracic swelling of the cord. From stage 54 on proliferation continues on an increasingly low level. The period between stage 54 and stage 66 is characterized by differentiation of the spinal neuronal elements.